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EN22-0098 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/13/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Very loud PA system and music during the milkman game. It felt like they were playing in my yard. I could not hear my TV on that I have outside on my deck.

EN22-0099 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/13/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 05/26/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The noise/volume coming from the announcer over the speakers at the ROC / BPC was so loud we could hear it and had to raise our voices in our own backyard while speaking to our
company. This level of noise and volume is unacceptable for a residential neighborhood and is a nuisance.

EN22-0100 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/13/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The noise from this facility disruptive and disregards the right to quiet enjoyment. The quality of life for citizens within miles of this location are adversely impacted by noise annoyance
and intrusion. This is a public nuisance per Franklin ordinance. This facility does not follow City of Franklin ordinances and is allowed to violate this ordinance for nearly 4 hours
tonight into residential property. Franklin Ordinance 183-40 Noise Disturbance PROHIBITED "No person shall make, continue, cause to be made or permit operation of any device on
land owned, used or rented by such person, including but not limited to: Radios, television sets, musical instruments and similar device. Operating, playing or permitting the operation or
playing of any radio, television, phonograph, drum, musical instrument, sound amplifier or similar device which produces, reproduces or amplifies sound: (1) In such a manner as to
create a noise disturbance across a residential real property boundary."

EN22-0101 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/13/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 05/26/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Milwaukee Milkman game was incredibly loud throughout the evening and night. The announcer and music were clearly audible from my house which is about 2 miles away. There
is an abatement boundary for sound around this facility and sound should not be going beyond it much less from 2 miles away. City of Franklin, please stop looking the other way and
work with The Rock, which you are heavily invested in, and be a better neighbor. Please turn down the sound.

EN22-0102 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/13/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise volume from the Rock tonight

EN22-0103 7044 S Ballpark Dr 103 05/13/2022 Open - Pending Planning 05/31/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Obnoxious noise…can not sit outside and have peace and quiet… why do I have to listen to every word etc toooo loud

EN22-0093 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/14/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise Annoyance Saturday resulting from the Rock from 5 pm to 10 pm. Plus Friday from 5:30 to 9:30. Noise annoyance is defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as 'a
feeling of displeasure evoked by noise'. Noise annoyance is associated with depression and anxiety in the general population and is a health hazard adversely impacting quality of life.
This noise annoyance and disruptive noise echoes for multiple hours a day. It is intrusive throughout the Hawthorne neighborhood.
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EN22-0096 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/14/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

PA system pre game and music way to loud.

EN22-0090 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/15/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Extreme noise crossing into the residential area district. Citizens in the residential homes around the Rock are forced to listen to baseball play by play, announcers, music, advertising,
moooing for hours each day related to the Milkman games. Sunday at the corner of Meadow and 90th which is far into the residential district here is just a sample detail: 3:38 pm on
5/15/22 green acres theme song portion, then mooing, then the question game in the Hop Yard about the Wisconsin Dells, then talked about player 12, then Gruber Law offices one call
that’s all, and then more mooing. There are announcers/ music from noon to 4:30 disrupting the quiet enjoyment of this neighborhood and the surrounding parks. It is excessive noise
going on and off for over 4 hours disrupting this neighborhood and can be heard in Mangan Woods, Whitnall park and the Whitnall golf course.

EN22-0097 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/15/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Oh my gosh, it is unbearable, the announcer earlier today as well now the female dining the national anthem and the constant blabbering of the male announcer is penetrating in my
yard. You have invaded my privacy with this WAY TOO LOUD, unnecessary volume. I can’t enjoy my home any longer!!

EN22-0091 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/16/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The volume of the announcer is obnoxious and much too loud for the existing neighbors. Something must be done.

EN22-0092 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/16/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Excessive volume of the baseball game, yelling in excitement, more than loud echoing in my yard! Why isn’t there any volume adjustments made to being a good neighbor? I shouldn’t
be subjected to this every single time there is a game????

EN22-0094 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/16/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise pollution. Baseball game is so incredibly loud and then a live band at 9:30 pm.

EN22-0095 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/16/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The obnoxious loud speaker just keeps going on and on…I would like to have my windows open on a nice night ..but with the ridiculous noise ..my windows have to be shut.. ..why
does it have to be so loud?

EN22-0104 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/16/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Inside of my home, it’s dark outside, my windows are down, I live 1/2 mile from the Rock and I can hear the announcer inside my home!!! I am more than upset about the blatant
disregard of the noise that you create in this neighborhood!
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EN22-0105 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/16/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rocks baseball game PA system is very loud again. Trying to sleep with my patio door open and I can’t because it sounds like they are in my house.

EN22-0109 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/17/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The noise from Franklin Field was so loud last night it kept my son up on a school night. You could hear it clearly in our rooms in our home with the windows closed until 9:45 PM. Its
so loud in our neighborhood that it sounds like we are in the stadium. This makes sense since, according to the Mayor, there are a 3-4 speakers that face our homes. One speaker faces
directly at our neighborhood, away from fans, across the parking lot and directly at my sons bedroom window. Also, City of Franklin Staff report from the Fall of 2019/20 reported that
the sound system is oversized and there are no means of keeping sound in the stadium. Why did we not hear barely a sound from all of the UWM games this spring, but now my children
are subjected to this for 40-60 nights a year? Please do something.

EN22-0110 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/17/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The noise from the Milkman game is invasive and disruptive. The temperature during the game was 50 degrees. The windows of my home are closed and I can hear the announcer &
music inside my home with closed windows. Around 6 pm it was announced something about Kelly player 7, then later in the game player 14 Rogan was announced. The noise clearly
echoes throughout this neighborhood into homes and invades private residential properties. I The noise is disruptive and annoying for miles. I was in Franklin Menards (Hwy 100)
parking lot at 8:55 - 9:00 pm this evening and could clearly hear someone singing from the stadium. It almost sounded like an opera version of the national anthem. The middle of the
Menards parking lot is 1.5 miles from the stadium. That is how loud this facility is for multiple hours a day when events occur. It is a public nuisance.

EN22-0113 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/17/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The PA system during the milkman game tonight is freaking way too loud. I can hear it all the way in my house with the windows closed as if they were in my backyard. This is
ridiculous!

EN22-0111 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Singing Sweet Carolineat 9:00 pm can hear it inside my home it’s 48 degrees outside so my windows are down and I can hear the amplified sound inside my home!!! It is too much for
my emotional health and sanity.

EN22-0119 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/20/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise from Franklin Field. I should not be able to hear the announcer word for word, the words to the songs at my property over a 1/2 mile from the stadium. This residential district was
established approximately 50 years ago. The City participating and funding the severe reduction in quality of life, property values, quiet enjoyment is an atrocity. Other residential
districts have quiet enjoyment of their personal property. One example of how loud it is at my personal property over 1/2 mile from stadium is: @ 8:18 pm tonight "put me in coach"
song, there are many other examples from 6 pm to 9 pm on Thursday and Friday. Typically, the UW panther games are not as loud as the Milkman games but now since the Milkman
season started, last night and tonight the Panthers noise is intrusive.
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EN22-0130 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/27/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The noise from the Rock / Franklin Field was disruptive from 6 pm to 11 pm Friday 5/27/22. It is a noise annoyance that destroys the quiet enjoyment of my private residential property.
The noise can be heard inside my home and throughout my property. It is offensive that the City motto is celebrating quality of life; yet the City deliberately enables the quality of life
for those surrounding this facility to be destroyed. There is no quiet enjoyment, no quality of life throughout the warmer weather for citizens surrounding this facility for multiple hours a
day.

EN22-0131 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/27/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The PA system for the rocks milkman game is way too loud again. Thank you.Even at 10:00 PM.

EN22-0132 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/27/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

There is a Milkmen Game playing and I am sitting in my living room with all the windows and doors closed and I can hear the anmoncer of the game. EVERY SINGLE TIME THERE
IS A GAME, ITS THE SAME STORY - THE NOISE IS LOUD AND INTRUSIVE!!!! DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT ONCE AND FOR ALL!!!

EN22-0133 7044 S BALLPARK DR 05/27/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The volume of sound from Franklin Field toward our home is insane and it has to stop. I am sitting here 10 ft across the room from a closed window/wall and I can hear all the
announcements, sound effects, and shouting clearly. Outside it is insanely loud and pervasive, echoing through our neighborhood.The existing sound ordinance for this stadium is
ineffectual and has to be fixed. I have no idea what information the ordinance is based on, but the ordinance does not serve any intended purpose of protecting children and families from
the noise. I live about 1/2 mile away. Why does the Planning Commission do nothing, when this continues to hurt the children and families in the area for years. Our quality of life has
significantly diminished. The City of Franklin is a partner of this stadium/business and is therefore complicit.

EN22-0145 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/03/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Just like throughout the entire Memorial Day Weekend, can clearly hear loud music from The Rock from my home about 2 miles away. There is a sound abatement boundary around
The Rock's property. Sound should not be traveling for 2 miles beyond the boundary. It shouldn't pass it at all.

EN22-0146 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/04/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

There is a live band playing at the Umbrella Bar at The Rock and I can clearly hear the music and the crowd from 2 miles away at my home. Please note the sound is clearly audible
from 2 miles away. The City of Franklin needs to be a better neighbor instead of continuing to look the other way.

EN22-0147 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/04/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rock is shooting off fireworks and blasting music to go along with it, all while it is raining. My kids are trying to sleep and are having a difficult time with all the noise. I live 2
miles away from The Rock. This is completely unacceptable.
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EN22-0148 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/04/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

There are excessively loud fireworks being set off at the Rock Sports Complex. It's very disrespectful and disruptive. Please put an end to this. I'm sure they can do something else
besides disturbing the peace.

EN22-0149 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/04/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Franklin Field / Rock loud since 6 pm this evening to after 11:30 pm. The Milkman announcer is extremely loud and echoes in surrounding residential areas. This public nuisance for
noise can be heard over the rain that has been going on for most of the evening. Please supply me the application, the license committee meeting date, the public meeting agenda packet
regarding movies being allowed to be broadcast at the stadium. Movies at this development were restricted to be at the drive-in through the FM radio. The drive-in movie venue was
promoted for weeks prior to the developer even applying for a permit in 2020. And then the presentation by the developer was that it would be via am/fm which was not what was done
for the first 4 months, some multiple movies a day, even past midnight with profanity etc. into the surrounding homes. Please supply me the information on the application for movies to
be broadcast at the stadium. It is disruptive and a noise annoyance.

EN22-0176 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/11/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

A band at the Umbrella Bar at The Rock started blaring music around 9pm. The concert and crowd can clearly be heard at my house which is about 2 miles away. There is a sound
abatement boundary around The Rock, so this concert should not be heard from 2 miles away.

EN22-0183 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/14/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

There was a Milkmen baseball game at The Rock yesterday evening and I could clearly hear the announcer and music throughout the entire game at my home about 2 miles away.
Please turn down the sound. There is no reason for it to be that loud.

EN22-0189 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/20/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The band at The Umbrella Bar / The Rock could be heard from 2 miles away at my home.

EN22-0195 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/24/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Franklin Field
Noise from Franklin Field is an annoyance and disrupts the quality of life/quiet enjoyment of citizens in several communities. The noise from the announcer and music is heard word for
word on my property 1/2 mile away and echoes throughout neighborhoods surrounding this facility. For 4 1/2 hours on 6/24 Friday. The reply I get from an online complaint ( several
days after filing) is "Your complaint has been submitted to the appropriate Department for processing". I have not received a reply from administration, police nor planning regarding
my questions or comments from my online filings. PLEASE supply me what is the process / procedure outlined in what ordinance related to the response & review of online complaints.
The approval of this facility did not follow proper review. There was no Environmental Impact Statement / Study (including noise). There was no property value impact study. This
facility is a public nuisance per City ordinance.
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EN22-0197 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/24/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The ROC / BPC Ballpark blvd. Franklin WI
The noise of music and the announcer coming from the ROC/BPC was excessively loud! So loud we could hear everything in our home with the windows closed, blinds snd curtains
drawn, ceiling Fam and air conditioning on. This is a nuisance to our communities and is uncalled for.

EN22-0217 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/24/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Excessive noise from fireworks, helicopter candy drop, and band at the unbrella bar. The noise is excessive and kept my children, my husband, and I from being able to sleep in our own
home. We shouldn't have to deal with sound torture. We should be able to enjoy peace and quiet in our home. Unacceptable.

EN22-0194 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/25/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Franklin Field, Umbrella Bar
Quality of life of citizens for miles of this location is destroyed from this public nuisance. Noise annoyance and disruption was persistent 5:30-10:50 Saturday 6/25/22 from Franklin
field/Umbrella bar. Helicopter circled neighborhoods for 20 minutes or more around 9:50pm for candy drop. The City has no regard to families within miles of this location. This public
nuisance sponsored by Franklin is harmful to families financially, physically and mentally. City of Franklin sponsored helicopter candy drops last year. Was this one sponsored by
Franklin also? All the noise creates extreme stress to those with PTSD and pets with anxiety, same as helicopter circling neighborhoods and fireworks and annoying noise. This project
ignores City ordinances and disregards the City slogan of “Celebrating Quality of Life”. That motto is not valid for those disrupted for hundreds of days each year for multiple hours a
day. The disruptive noise from this development has been ongoing for 10 years.

EN22-0196 7044 S BALLPARK DR 06/25/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rock Complex
Again, enough with the loud fireworks at the Milkmen baseball game. It unnecessarily loud. The music at the Umbrella bar is also still too load.

EN22-0211 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/06/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

LOUD LOUD TOOOO LOUD I drove over to the field sat in the stadium and couldn’t believe how loud it was inside of that area. Why do you all insist on such a high volume? It’s
uncomfortable inside of the stadium and it is definitely too loud in my yard!!!

EN22-0212 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/08/2022 Open - Pending Planning

744 1007 000

Zoning

dead trees on berm

EN22-0214 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/08/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise from this facility is a public nuisance. It is a persistent noise intrusion into residential homes for miles. I could hear word for word the national anthem at 6:37pm INSIDE MY
HOME and the announce is incredibly loud throughout the games. This goes on for hours every game. It is so inconsiderate of the hundreds of families surrounding this facility that had
quiet enjoyment for decades prior to this facility being funded and a partnership with the City.
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EN22-0215 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/08/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The constant volume for hours and hours, the volume of the announcer and tonight he is also making cow “moooo’s” at least 4 or 5 different times now.

EN22-0216 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/08/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Our family can clearly hear the details of all the noises and announcements from the Milkmen game inside our homes with all the windows closed and we are over 1/2 mile away. Over
the last five years or as I have reported this to The City of Franklin but nothing has been done. I called to ask the Planning department if they had an opinion if they thought not a
problem that the stadium keeps my children up at night but I did not get an answer. Why is this allowed to continue for years?

EN22-0224 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/08/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rock 7900 Crystal Ridge Rd.
Could hear the noise, announcer, and music from the baseball game at The Rock from 2 miles away.

EN22-0218 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/09/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Fireworks and announcers from baseball game. Excessive noise. My children couldn't sleep. The excessive noise traumatized them. They were screaming and crying. Too late to be
setting off fireworks.

EN22-0219 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/09/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 07/13/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Excessive base coming from the umbrella bar. Vibrating the windows in our house. Making it impossible for my children to sleep. Driving everyone in our house crazy. We shouldn't
have to be subjected to noise torture from the Rock. The residents of Greendale and Franklin were here before that toxic waste dump of a baseball field/bar. You need to be considerate
of your neighbors. All noise should be contained on your property. You are in violation of the noise ordinances for Franklin and Greendale. All noise needs to be contained to the
property.

EN22-0220 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/09/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Umbrella Bar Franklin Field
NOISE!!!!!!! We can’t even enjoy a beautiful night INSIDE with the windows open OR OUTSIDE in my yard. We either hear blaring music (I’m so sick of hearing Sweet Caroline),
cow bells or obnoxious announcer from the baseball game. Tonight it’s a mix of music from the Umbrella Bar AND the baseball game. Its pathetic I can’t enjoy my home due to this
intrusive noise from BOTH the Umbrella Bar and game, and have to waste my Sat night submitting a complaint.

EN22-0221 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/09/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rock
The noise, excessive volume, now the fireworks..geese! This morning and afternoon was great in regards to the volume at the field, I thought to myself, wow they finally turned down
the amplifier volume to the game. It was a pleasant day with friends & family enjoying my yard until about around 7:00 when the amp volume was blasting to such an unbelievable
unnecessary volume disturbing to me and others inside of my home. You really have taken my joy away!
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EN22-0222 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/09/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Franklin Field / Umbrella Bar
The bass from the umbrella bar live band resonated in my chest wall for hours, inside my home over 1/2 mile from the umbrella bar. There are reports that show this is not healthy to
have the chest wall impacted by this type of vibration. As reported in Wired. "Music Fans, Beware the Big Bass: Doctors report several cases of collapsed lungs apparently caused by
loud music. They theorize that lungs may start to vibrate in the same frequency as the booming bass, which could cause a small rupture." The bass from the band tonight could be felt
over 1/2 mile away, that is unnecessary for nearly every song. This is not a healthy situation for the surrounding families not only because of the noise intrusion and noise annoyance for
hours each evening from the loud music/announcer but also vibrations. The noise from this facility needs to be mitigated. Quality of life is impacted. Quiet enjoyment is destroyed.
Neighbors are forced to participate in music events and baseball for hours.

EN22-0227 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/10/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Franklin Field. Resulting in Noise Violation in Hawthorne Residential Neighborhood
Noise from Franklin Field can be heard on 92nd street near Hawthorne at 1:20 pm. The noise disruption and annoyance continued until 4:30 throughout the Hawthorne neighborhood.
The intrusive noise echoes in this neighborhood. When online complaint is filed, they are not responded to for days by the Franklin clerk’s office with the email “Your complaint has
been submitted to the appropriate Department for processing. Thank you.” The City of Franklin police department website states their goal is “to make Franklin a safe and enjoyable
place to LIVE….” The noise from the Rock / Ballpark Commons / Franklin Field is not an enjoyable place to live for those that are forced to listen to baseball, the announcer, live music
when they have no desire to. This is an annoyance and destroys quality of life and quiet enjoyment which is a right of everyone.

EN22-0263 7044 S BALLPARK DR 07/30/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

There is a band at the Umbrella Bar at The Rock and it is extremely loud tonight. I live 2 miles away and can clearly hear every word of every song they are playing. There is a sound
abatement boundary surrounding this complex. Why is sound traveling 2+ miles beyond this boundary?

EN22-0270 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/02/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 08/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise from the Rock is irritating and annoying. I can hear it everywhere on my property. I have lived here for over 40 years. It used to be quiet and nice. Noise is terrible from this place
that I can hear it so far away.

EN22-0269 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/03/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

This development creates noise intrusion / annoyance into surrounding neighborhoods. Per Mayor Olson letter to BPC Sept 2020. “Dear Mike. As a follow up from our MANY recent
conversations, the noise intrusion into the lives of the neighbors MUST BE REDUCED. The number of complaints this baseball season has risen and has included new complaints and
the watch parties have made the problem even worse. . The neighbors can no longer be forced to participate in the events at the development whether they want to or not. . Solitude may
not be achieved but improvement must be made. We're all tired of the problem so let's get it fixed, at least in terms of the stadium We still need to deal with the Umbrella bar which was
a big issue tonight.” Mayor Olson has proclaimed at numerous public meetings that he is an expert in sound so how could this development not have been properly engineered to keep
the noise on the property? Why is this problem allowed to be ignored for 100s of annual events?
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EN22-0274 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/04/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The sheer volume of the announcer, the moooooooing that is so juvenile, the shouting of the announcer is like it’s taking place inside of my living room! Too much, too loud!

EN22-0277 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/06/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rock Sports Complex The Milkmen Stadium 7011 S Ballpark Dr Franklin, WI 53132
The fireworks that occur at the Milkmen stadium are too loud. They are loud enough to rattle my closed windows. Put an end to the fireworks shows. They are nothing but a nuisance to
the neighborhood. I've made this request numerous times.

EN22-0279 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/13/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Mayor,
I am forwarding a voice mail to you that was left in the engineering phone system Saturday night (unknown time)- complaint about the Rock- said that they have been playing a drum
for the last 15 minutes.  Every second, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom…  Why doesn’t the engineering department go out there to listen while it is happening rather than get the calls
that they have to go through the police department”

He asked that I return his phone call 414-529-2339- John Czaskos.  I looked him up and his address is 8625 Hawthorne Lane.

Email from Glen Morrow to the Mayor

EN22-0280 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/16/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Are all residential districts being treated the same under the City sound ordinances? Are all citizens receiving equal protection under the law to quality of life and quiet enjoyment?
Franklin public nuisance ordinance includes: “a public nuisance is a thing, act, condition or use of property upon which its occupants commit public nuisances, which shall continue for
such a length of time as to: Substantially annoy, injure, or endanger the comfort, health, repose or safety of the public.” The hundreds of hours of events broadcasting noise from this
development is a nuisance. It has substantially annoyed, harmed and destroyed the repose of this neighborhood for nearly a decade. This facility operates at odds with City regulations
and ordinances. The City is a partner in significantly destroying the quality of life of residential districts by enabling this noise intrusion.

EN22-0288 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/16/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise from this facility is a public nuisance crossing into surrounding areas consistently for the past 5 years (stadium) and 9 years for live music. The noise decibel standard is the
RECEIVING district per City staff report 11-2020. The promises, plans and conditions of this development have not been followed since the beginning. No Comprehensive Sound study
completed as required as approval for this development in 2016. No one year revisit of the noise decibel level as designated in June 2018. No acoustic design to avoid spillover into
surrounding areas. No response / adjustments to noise issues as promised in meetings, Instead, the City processes / reviews complaints days later. There is no mitigation, no adjustment
to the noise over the past 9 years - per Mayor Olson letter to developer Sept 2020 "The neighbors can no longer be forced to participate in the events at the development whether they
want to or not" No mitigation has been done for this noise nuisance.
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EN22-0287 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/17/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Excessive noise even in my house with all of the doors and windows shut.  It has got louder within the last month.

EN22-0289 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/17/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

LOUD, INTRUSIVE NOISE! I'm so sick of having to report the level of noise we have to endure. The last 3 nights (AND ALL SUMMER LONG) we've had to listen to the obnoxious
music, bells, cow mooing, announcer, etc. INSIDE MY HOME WITH ALL WINDOWS AND DOORS CLOSED!! I can't believe we are still having to report the noise level at this
point in time. Thank you Franklin officials for your concern for the residents of Franklin.

EN22-0290 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/17/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The speakers from Franklin Field have been so incredibly loud tonight. A police officer came out at 7:30 pm and recorded 67 decibels. We are over 1/2 mil from the stadium. He said
that was below the ordinance limit so clearly the ordinance is ineffectual and faulted. He apologized to my son for him being kept awake and said he wished he could make them turn it
down. It’s now 10:00 pm and son is trying to sleep and cannot due to the noise. We have closed both the window and storm windows. We can hear it clearly just standing in our living
room. This has gone on for 4-5 years and the city is aware there are multiple speakers pointing at our neighborhood. The one pointing out is aimed at my sons 2nd story bedroom
window and it plays as loud as any of the other speakers in the stadium. Why Is this allowed to continue? Is the safe and well-being of my children not important? That’s the conclusion
we are drawing after 4-5 years of this.

EN22-0291 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/17/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Tonight is getting louder and louder until 10:15 pm. Music started at 5;50 today, announcer talking with or about the Mayor around 6:15. The announcer can be heard word for word at
my home, play by play for hours. One example is 9:10 the cowbell shuffle with 3 players. The announcer literally yells into the PA system for hours each game. It was extremely loud 9
to 1015 . The announcer echoes throughout this neighborhood. It is offensive and disruptive to the quiet enjoyment to families that resided here for decades before the City partnered
with this terrible neighbor. Total negligence of the City to not properly plan this project and vet this developer. It is an embarrassment that the City's name is on this public nuisance.
And even paid a million dollars to have this label of this public nuisance. A nuisance that is disruptive to everyone for miles. This destructive, offensive, disgusting public nuisance has
been going on for 5 years.

EN22-0292 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/17/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

PA SYSTEM GETS LOUDER AND LOUDER THRU THE NIGHT DURING THE GAME. MY HOUSE WINDOWS CLOSED AND TV ON. I CAN HEAR THE PA SYSTEM IN
MY HOUSE. SO SAD.

EN22-0293 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/17/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

This is the third night in a row that I have had to listen to this.  They scream into the mic and it is loud.  Do I have to listen to this for three more days/nights?
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EN22-0294 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/17/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

NOISE from FRANKLIN FIELD into our neighborhood is a nuisance. Public nuisance ord.178 “Noisy animals of fowl. The keeping or harboring of any animal or fowl which BY
FREQUENT OR HABITUAL howling, yelping, barking, crowing OR MAKING OF OTHER NOISES SHALL GREATLY ANNOY OR DISTURB A NEIGHBORHOOD” The
announcer mooing every 5 minutes mimicking animals (cows & chickens) is clearly heard over 1/2 mile away at my home. This noise is destructive, invasive, unfair and unreasonable to
this residential district. The obnoxious announcer is consistently disturbing the quiet enjoyment of this neighborhood. The Milkman announcer does GREATLY ANNOY and
DISTURB this neighborhood for hours each game. The broadcasting of the Rock / BPC noise into this neighborhood is a nuisance that is destructive to quality of life of residents. On 8-
20-2020 public meeting, Mayor Olson testified the "3 speakers pointed out from the stadium are a problem for the neighbors" clearly this admits years of City negligence.

EN22-0295 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rock / Ballpark Commons Development
The City does not enforce the development requirements including: sound study that should have been used to design the venues at this development that broadcast noise. The acoustics
could have been properly designed to not create a public nuisance. Noise that destroys the quality of life and quiet enjoyment of residential homes. The plans for this development to
help protect this neighborhood included 11’ berm barrier along the homes on Hawthorne. That berm has been filled in on the development pad side to nearly level to the top of the
“berm” plus 26 dead or missing trees. The special treatment this development receives over the past 6 years is astounding. The City does not follow on commitments to protect this
neighborhood. Mayor Olson Sept 2020 letter to developer wrote "The neighbors can no longer be forced to participate in the events at the development whether they want to or not" That
was almost 2 years ago, including hundreds of events of 4-6 hours since then.

EN22-0296 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rock 7900 Crystal Ridge Rd. Franklin, WI
The Milwaukee Milkman game started and you can clearly hear the music and announcer from 2 miles away at my home. There is a sound abatement boundary surrounding this
property, so why is the City of Franklin not enforcing this boundary? I shouldn't have to participate in the game whether I want to or not from 2 miles away.

EN22-0302 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/19/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/06/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rock Sports Complex
The fireworks that were shot off from the Rock Sports Complex were excessive and extremely loud. They woke up my children and my husband & I. We had jobs are are not just
Monday - Friday. We should be able to sleep in our house undisturbed. There were a handful of fireworks that came way too close to our house. They shook the windows and we were
expecting our windows to break from the vibrations. We have a noise meter and we took readings inside our home with the windows closed. The noise readings were in excess of 80dB
in our home from these fireworks. This is completely unacceptable. We work too hard and pay too much in taxes to be disturbed in our home constantly by the Rock. They are horrible
neighbors. The homes and people were here first. They chose to build in the middle of residential neighborhoods. They need to be respectful of the people who live here. We want peace
& quiet. We do not want to be awaken by explosions from fireworks. Very rude.
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EN22-0312 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/19/2022 Closed - Merged with other Complaint 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

No responses to complaints/questions, this form includes “Action File #”. No noise mitigation for 5 years, hundreds of events of 4 to 6 hours. Game/music/ fireworks loud 530-930.
Noise blaring over the speakers into adjoining private homes. Supply the application/public meeting for umbrella bar fireworks 7/4/22. Franklin consistently does not follow procedures,
policy, ordinances. Nor enforce any penalties for anything for this development. No issue with not submitting applications as required, no issue with non-compliance or ignoring
conditions of approvals. Zero penalties. City gifts approvals within days of events. Form says “Application must be received a minimum of 30 working days prior to event”. City is the
financial partner in development with the taxpayer on the hook; as testified 7/2020 by Dir. Rotzenberg Finance meeting for TID massive shortfall, plus developer dispute of 8 million of
assessments, which continues today. Public nuisance from noise of 5 years, 100's of days

EN22-0313 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/19/2022 Closed - Merged with other Complaint 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise and safety concerns due to excessive firework display at Franklin Field (a venue abutting a residential area). Total disregard for the residents living near by. When allowing
permits for fireworks at Franklin Field, I suggest the City of Franklin limit the size and type of fireworks. This is a venue next to a residential area and there needs to be limits what this
venue can and can not do.

EN22-0314 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/19/2022 Closed - Merged with other Complaint 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The fireworks were so loud that they were rattling my windows. This is unacceptable. We're not even that close to the ballpark. I'm tired of fireworks almost every weekend it seems and
they are getting louder.

EN22-0301 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/20/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rock Sports Complex
The base from the band that was playing at the Rock Sports Complex was excessive. It kept us from being able to sleep in our home. It woke up my children. We had to hide in our
basement to get away from the constant beating of the base. It's enough to drive people crazy. There are studies done that show this is noise torture. We are being tortured in our homes
be the Rock. This is unacceptable. Again, the fireworks were too loud and too late at night. Woke up my children. Shook the windows in our home because they were way too close to
our house. We have a noise meter. I took noise readings in our home with the windows closed. The readings were in excess of 80dB again!!! Unacceptable. Why must we be tortured in
our own homes by this business that chose to build in the middle of residential neighborhoods?? The people and homes were here first!!!! We want peace & quiet. Not excessive base
blasting at all hours of the night and fireworks being blown off and scaring us.

EN22-0303 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/20/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Overly excessive noise to the point are kid crying unable to calm down and our dog hiding under a couch unable to go outside to go to the bathroom.

EN22-0304 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/20/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise complaint. Excessive noise coming from Milwaukee Milkmen announcer and band at the Umbrella Bar. Sitting in my backyard, I could hear EVERY word from the baseball
game AND the words to EVERY song being played by the band at the Umbrella Bar. After living hear for 29 years I should be able to sit in my backyard and not have to listen to this
noise (nuisance). Please show some respect for the neighbors abutting this Entertainment Complex and have them turn the volume down.
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EN22-0305 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/20/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Obnoxiously loud volume levels disturbing our backyard enjoyment. Please do something!!!

EN22-0306 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/20/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Loud music, yelling and fireworks.

EN22-0308 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/20/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rock milkmen game was so loud all night. We could hear it inside with our windows closed. Then the fireworks started. This is happening all the time. If it was infrequently, it
wouldn’t be a bother, but this is constant. Please do something about this.

EN22-0309 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/20/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise level too high.

EN22-0310 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/20/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The noise pollution from Franklin Field echoed throughout our neighborhood all the way to Whitnall Golf Course. The speakers facing my house seemed to be at full blast we could
hear it clearly inside our home and the low frequency bass from the bands was clearly audible even when sitting in my basement. I am over 1/2 mile from the stadium and the noise is
unbearable. A Police officer recorded 67 decibels 1/2 mile away. The usual Franklin ordinance is 55 decibels o believe. The sound ordinance needs to be changed and meaningful steps
to contain the sounds from this development need to be taken.

EN22-0311 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/20/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise complaint. The Rock music and fireworks have exceeded what is tolerable in my house. We live across the street and my children are kept up. The windows and walls are
vibrating with he music. Would like to file a noise complaint to lower the volume. Thank you.

EN22-0320 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/20/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The band playing at the Umbrella Bar can be heard from about 2 miles away at my home. There is a sound abatement boundary surrounding The Rock. Why isn't the city of Franklin
enforcing the sound at the abatement boundary?

EN22-0307 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/21/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Extreme noise from the Rock and umbrella bar constantly.
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EN22-0300 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/22/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rock Sports Complex
The noise from the baseball game was excessive. We could clear hear every word the announcer said from our backyard and inside our house. If I wanted to hear what the announcer
had to say, I would go to a Milkmen game. However, I would never give Zimmerman one penny of my money because he is a horrible neighbor and is completely inconsiderate.
Therefore, I do not want to hear the announcer from the baseball game in my backyard or in my house. Way too loud!!! The music from the game was too loud as well. So rude and
inconsiderate. I don't want to be disturbed in my own home. Be considerate of the people who live here and who were here first!!! Don't build this in the middle of residential
neighborhoods if you want to be loud. Go someplace else in the middle of nowhere. Leave us alone and stop torturing us!!!!

EN22-0315 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/22/2022 Closed - Merged with other Complaint 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Fireworks woke me up Friday, last night and others. Games are loud for hours. Right now really loud game since before lunch. Built my home 50 years ago was quiet now noisy most of
the time at my house because of this place. So loud.

EN22-0316 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/22/2022 Closed - Merged with other Complaint 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Ballpark Commons / Rock / Umbrella Bar
The City has ignored the citizens in this area for nearly a decade. The City flow chart has citizens at the top, yet we have been ignored for years regarding this nuisance. It is beyond
being treated with indifference to the point that it is negligent, unethical and a dereliction of duty by City. Harm is being inflicted on the families around this facility by the City
negligence. There is abundance of scientific and medical journals that report on the harm of noise pollution mentally and physically. It impacts property values by destroying quiet
enjoyment and quality of life of citizens within miles of this location. The City has been aware of the stadium noise issue for 5 years or more. No solitude has been restored. It was
extremely loud Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday with the announcer and music. 2 nights of fireworks with the mortar salutes cause vibration inside our homes and
bodies. The heavy base of the live music also creates this nuisance / harm.

EN22-0319 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/23/2022 Closed - Merged with other Complaint 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The announcer at the Milkman game was extremely loud and could be heard word for word on Friday night from about 2 miles away at my home. Additionally, I can hear music and
loud animal sounds from the game, like a cow moo-ing. There is a sound abatement boundary surrounding the property. Why isn't the city of Franklin enforcing this boundary?

EN22-0335 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/25/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The PA system is way to loud. Can’t sleep with windows opened on a nice night.
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EN22-0327 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/26/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Franklin Field and the Rock
Franklin Field noise before 5 -after 6 pm. Not Milkman game. 3 speakers pointed out from stadium blare music /announcer -not the Milkman announcer. He knows the staff
playing/what department/full name etc. WHY is someone using the entire speaker system at extreme level for a corporate event with 20 people participating /nobody in stands? Why is
this event have no sound limits? Where is the special permit for this event using the broadcast system/ date of public meeting? This corporate event used the entire speaker system to
blast music and disturb neighbors. I could hear it inside my home with windows closed - loud music/announcer. talking about the lady from accounting up to kick or something. Totally
ridiculous that this neighborhood is tortured by this noise and forced to listen to everything at this development for HOURS each event. Umbrella bar live music loud 6 to 9. Corporate
event was extremely loud 5 to 6pm plus.

EN22-0334 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/26/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The rock complex
PA SYSTEM EXTREMELY LOUD. CANT SLEEP BECAUSE WE CAN HEAR THE PA SYSTEM IN OUR HOME. SO SAD WE HAVE TO LISTEN TO THIS.

EN22-0330 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/27/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Announcer YELLS. City partnered to destroy the quality of life for people within miles of this location. Announcer & Music are annoying/disruptive. Properly designed sound system
was required to stop the spill over of noise into neighborhoods. Why are there no drawings at the City for the acoustic system for this outdoor entertainment complex? Noise was a
problem for years prior to the stadium being built. Yet the City did nothing to ensure the neighbors would not be impacted from more &more noise from this development. IF the
acoustics were properly designed it would not be a public nuisance to neighbors. Facility should be a good neighbor instead of a public nuisance. City not only enabled it but partnered
in the creation of this nuisance. Players names yelled throughout game &mooing/clucking often. Quiet enjoyment is gone for this neighborhood for 6 months of the year. Tonight LOUD
5:15 -10;30, City has drawings for lighting design why not speaker system?

EN22-0331 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/27/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Umbrella Bar
The music coming from the Umbrella bar concert is too loud. I can hear inside my home with all the windows closed. I've filed numerous complaints and would like you to put an end to
this noise nuisance. Send this complaint straight to the mayor and all my previous complaints.

EN22-0332 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/27/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Rock
Excessive noise. The music is extremely loud—we are able to identify the song and hear all lyrics. It is very disruptive to our family as we have a young child sleeping and we aren’t
able to open windows to enjoy the cool air.

EN22-0333 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/27/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The rock complex
PA SYSTEM AGAIN EXTREMELY LOUD. PLEASE DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS. QUALITY IF LIFE IS NOT BEING FULL-FILLED.
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EN22-0328 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/29/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise emanating from this facility is a nuisance for nearly a decade. It is negligent that the Franklin Staff and City Mayor acknowledge the issues with the noise years ago. Yet nothing
has been done to resolve the nuisance they partnered in funding and creating. Franklin Professional Staff Report Nov 2020 "It should also be noted that the sound limit of 79 dBA is
significantly higher than that permitted in "all residential districts," which is 50 dBA during the daytime and 45 dBA at night (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.), as the UDO Section 15-3.1107
standards are understood to apply to the receiving district as well as the originating district. This means that technically speaking a violation of the sound standard at the district line is
more material than one originating in PDD 37. Therefore, the onus is on any operator in Ball Park Commons to apply a higher standard to noise beyond the limits of the higher noise
generating locations." AT DISTRICT LINE. Extremely loud 8/25, 8/26, 8/27.

EN22-0329 7044 S BALLPARK DR 08/29/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Why does it have to be so loud?. Fireworks booming woke me many times this year. it is upsetting. Man on microphone always loud. Been in my home for oven 45 years used to be nice
and quiet. Now noisy in my yard and home. boom boom music and fireworks I can feel in my home. Terrible. So loud for past 4 days. I am 92 and not best hearing. I can feel and hear
the noise from Rock.

EN22-0350 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/01/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The announcer at the Milwaukee Milkman game could be clearly heard word for word last night AFTER 10pm at my home about a mile and a half away. It is completely unnecessary to
be this loud, especially that late at night on a school night. Why isn't the City of Franklin enforcing the sound abatement boundary surrounding the property?

EN22-0351 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/01/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

“make some NOISE” yelled @ 10:12 & 10:15 heard inside home. It is a SCHOOL NIGHT, my children get up at 6. City Code “Required Plans” “For the purpose of PROMOTING
COMPATABLE development & STABILITY of property values, & to PREVENT impairment or depreciation of property values, no person shall . . . erect ANY STRUCTURE . .
without FIRST obtaining the approval of the PC of DETAILED SITE PLAN(S). The PC shall review the site . .existing & proposed uses, architectural plans, NEIGHORING USES,
potential IMPACTS UPON NEIGHBORING Uses. & the proposed operation..” Where are the plans for the stadium sound system & umbrella bar? NOISE is well documented problem
YEARS prior to the stadium. The City did NOT require DETAILED plans to ensure “NO UNDUE DISTURBANCE OF ADJACENT USES”. Over 120 annual amplified events of 4-6
hours is clearly a DISTURBANCE on residential areas. Citizens suffer for years because of City incompetence. Property value down, quiet enjoyment destroyed PUBLIC NUISANCE.

EN22-0355 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/01/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

This old noise coming from the announcer at the ROC/BPC WAS DO LOUD and went on until 10:40 at night. It was the first day of school and my children were trying to sleep. This
was very disrespectful to the neighborhoods and did not follow the city ordinances.

EN22-0356 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/02/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Could clearly hear loud rap/club music from the DJ at the Umbrella Bar last night until 11pm at my home from a mile and a half away. Each year there are more and more events from
The Rock broadcasting noise into our neighborhood and homes. There has been no remedy and no consideration. It is disruptive and annoying. It has been beautiful outside for nearly
the past month, and to have windows open at night is not an option with this development. The speakers from this DJ last night were literally pointed to the north into our neighborhood,
and the vibrations from the bass could be heard inside my home.
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EN22-0357 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/02/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Could clearly hear loud rap/club music from the DJ at the Umbrella Bar last night until 11pm at my home from a mile and a half away. Each year there are more and more events from
The Rock broadcasting noise into our neighborhood and homes. There has been no remedy and no consideration. It is disruptive and annoying. It has been beautiful outside for nearly
the past month, and to have windows open at night is not an option with this development. The speakers from this DJ last night were literally pointed to the north into our neighborhood,
and the vibrations from the bass could be heard inside my home.

EN22-0358 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/02/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Umbrella Bar had a DJ blasting rap/club music until 11pm. Sounded like speakers were pointed to the north (our direction) yet again we are not able to have our windows open on a nice
evening when we want to feel a breeze and due to the loudness coming from the Rock. We cannot have our daughters windows open either. We are not asking for much but some basic
consideration the the late hours in evenings and weekdays when people are working. This is getting extremely frustration and need something to be done to limit what is allowed

EN22-0367 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/03/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

live band loud 630-10:35 pm heard over the strong winds. Where is plan approval for stadium sound system? Per City: The Plan Commission will approve Site Plan ONLY after
determining NO UNDUE ADVERSE IMPACT. Just the applicant saying “no undue impact” does not fulfill this requirement. It is misleading and completely inaccurate for THIS
development. Where is documentation and research of NO adverse impact to property values/quiet enjoyment/health/wellbeing/ quality of life? NO Evidence that ALL STEPS
POSSIBLE have been made to minimize ANY adverse impacts from the proposed use. NO ACTION has been taken to minimize noise. Over 475 events broadcasting noise from
complex into this neighborhood since 2019. The City is a partner in creating harm for families within miles of this location for over 100 events each year. Noise needs to mitigated to not
be disruptive to neighbors.

EN22-0366 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/04/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Where is approval/permit for live band blasting music Sunday 9/4? So 4 days of amplified noise/events for hours (1 was Milkman) Being forced to tolerate disruptive noise from this
facility is a complete annoyance and harmful. Is this City powerless? Why? Allowing a terrible neighbor to do anything it wants who the City is a partner with falls on the City. TURN
the speakers pointed at this neighborhood INTO the stadium, at the people that want to participate in the game. More is added each year without any proper planning or necessary steps
to mitigate the noise. That is the City's fault. NO action to reduce the noise has taken place since 2013. NINE years of this public nuisance because of noise, which is well documented at
the County and City. Thursday loud Milkman Game 630 to 1030 (school night), Friday DJ at umbrella bar to 11pm, Saturday loud band 630-1030, Sunday 11 to 2. where is the permit
for some of these events? The City is negligent.

EN22-0368 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/06/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Called Police 4:15 pm 9/6 about noise from Rock. Stadium was empty & stadium speakers blasting music from 4 to 5 pm Tuesday 9/6/22. For an hour could be heard clearly ½ mile
away. Who approved this? This entertainment complex is a public nuisance & needs to be held accountable & disruptive noise restricted/mitigated. The City’s name is on this offensive
public nuisance that destroys quality of life, quiet enjoyment, property values & health of Franklin citizens. The City enables this development to do ANYTHING it wants without
penalty & has for YEARS. No permits for events, NO fines, Procedures Not followed. NO steps to minimize adverse impact or reduce harm. Where are approvals for: umbrella bar
fireworks 7/4? movies & live band in the stadium? umbrella bar DJ blasting 7 to 11 pm Friday 9/2? (Facebook ad said 7-10 pm NOT correct), Sunday live band 9/4? Or the “event”
today? Where are the public meetings / approvals? City is negligent and culpable.
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EN22-0393 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/06/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Franklin Field / BPC and 9229 West Loomis Road
Amplification system in full operation; including speakers pointed out from the stadium on 9/6/2022 in a COMPLETELY empty stadium. There were no events scheduled, no events
pending, it was an empty stadium. This has happened SEVERAL TIMES disrupting this neighborhood. Alderman Hopfler came to this neighborhood & met with 6 residents during this
loud event. Hopfler admitted he can hear events from this facility at his home over 1 mile away. Citizens have complained for nearly a decade noise can be heard for miles. The noise is
required to be 50 dbA at the property line as indicated by the Nov 2020 Planning Department Report. Why hasn't this been enforced? The speakers are still pointed out from the stadium
and have been since 2019. Even the County documents indicate all speakers are to be aligned away from residential areas. This is unreasonable and negligent that the City has allowed
this to continue for 5 years.

EN22-0374 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/07/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

It is a school night and my son is being kept awake by the extremely loud volume coming from Franklin Field. There are 3-4 speakers facing our neighborhood according to the mayor
and there is one above the ticket booth nearest our home that faces out of the stadium away from paying fans and directly at our home. It is loud enough that it sounds like someone is
shouting outside my sons bedroom window and it is clearly audible. He is extremely upset as am I and am looking for a resolution To this problem.

EN22-0375 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/10/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Umbrella Bar
Could hear the live music at golf course 7:28 pm, was cover song from Heart. 8:30 Journey song, the singer also talks often which can be heard inside my home as well as the singing /
music. This needs to be mitigated. It is a quality of life issue for citizens adjacent to this development. There should be an auto-limiter as discussed at one of the meetings. Guitar solo
going on now for several minutes. Can hear it inside my home. I am sure this will continue until 10:30 as usual.

EN22-0378 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/17/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

9/17/2022:  8:49PM - Noise complaint! I can clearly hear the announcer from the baseball game and also the music clearly! I live 1.5 miles away and yet again I am subjected to the
noise pollution coming from The Rock.

9/17/2022:  9:51PM - RECIVED A SECOND COMPLAINT FROM SAME PERSON, SAME NIGHT:  Music from The Rock Sports Complex is my concern is way way too loud. I
can hear clearly from my house. The base and the lyrics. Obviously no one seems to care about the volume of sounds coming from the rock today. Ridiculous

EN22-0382 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/17/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

9/17/2022 - Music from The Rock Sports Complex is my concern is way way too loud. I can hear clearly from my house. The base and the lyrics. Obviously no one seems to care about
the volume of sounds coming from the rock today. Ridiculous
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EN22-0379 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

9/17/2022 - The music coming from the Umbrella Bar is a noise nuisance. Tell them to lower their volume or have them enclose the stage.

EN22-0380 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

9/17/2022:  7:32pm - The PA system/announcer for the Milkman game was way too loud and could be clearly heard from 1.5 miles away at my home. Why do the games need to be
broadcast so loudly that they are heard from miles away? I know there are speakers at the stadium pointed out into the surrounding neighborhoods. Why is that necessary? Additionally,
there is a sound abatement boundary surrounding this property. Why is the planning department choosing to do nothing about mitigating the sound?

EN22-0381 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

9/17/2022:  The PA system/announcer for the Milkman game was way too loud and could be clearly heard from 1.5 miles away at my home. Why do the games need to be broadcast so
loudly that they are heard from miles away? I know there are speakers at the stadium pointed out into the surrounding neighborhoods. Why is that necessary? Additionally, there is a
sound abatement boundary surrounding this property. Why is the planning department choosing to do nothing about mitigating the sound?

EN22-0383 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

9/17/2022: - The band at the Umbrella Bar was extremely loud and could be clearly heard from 1.5 miles away at my home. Why is the City of Franklin ignoring the sound abatement
boundary around this property and choosing to do nothing about the noise, and choosing not to mitigate it? There is no reason to broadcast the sound of the band for miles around.

EN22-0384 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

9/17/2022 - The band at the Umbrella Bar was extremely loud and could be clearly heard from 1.5 miles away at my home. Why is the City of Franklin ignoring the sound abatement
boundary around this property and choosing to do nothing about the noise, and choosing not to mitigate it? There is no reason to broadcast the sound of the band for miles around.

EN22-0385 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

9/18/2022 - There was a bike race at the ski hill today and the races were being broadcast over a PA system starting at 9am. The races could be heard at my home 1.5 miles away. Why
were bike races being broadcast so early in the morning? The speakers at this event were even pointed north into our subdivision. This event had no consideration of the surrounding
neighborhoods and should not have been allowed to broadcast so loudly in the morning. Did the developer or The Rock even ask the City of Franklin for a permit for this event, or is this
just another example of the City of Franklin letting the developer and The Rock do whatever they want that is disruptive for surrounding neighborhoods, like the fireworks throughout
the summer.
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EN22-0386 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

9/18/2022 - There was a bike race at the ski hill today and the races were being broadcast over a PA system starting at 9am. The races could be heard at my home 1.5 miles away. Why
were bike races being broadcast so early in the morning? The speakers at this event were even pointed north into our subdivision. This event had no consideration of the surrounding
neighborhoods and should not have been allowed to broadcast so loudly in the morning. Did the developer or The Rock even ask the City of Franklin for a permit for this event, or is this
just another example of the City of Franklin letting the developer and The Rock do whatever they want that is disruptive for surrounding neighborhoods, like the fireworks throughout
the summer.

EN22-0387 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

9/18/2022 - Does the City even bother to require permits for disruptive events at the Rock broadcasting noise? Are there any fines for this place not following the required process?
There was a firework violation 7/30/21 and certainly again 7/4/22 so what penalties have been followed? The DJ, fireworks, the live bands, the bike race today with speakers
broadcasting noise – where are the permits? The City needs hold this place accountable. WHY not restrict permits until the noise is turned down and speakers TURNED IN? The City
acts like they are powerless, why is that? THEY are the governing body to which the developer has not followed the process & deliberately is a nuisance. Where is the permit for today
& July 4th fireworks & DJ Aug 5? 4 events this month disruptive on school night past 10 pm. NOISE started today 9am w/ announcer & music for bike race & noise continued to 4:50
pm with a Milkman LONG MOOO. The 7 fireworks at this place is disruptive to neighbors.

EN22-0388 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

8/19/2022 & 8/20/2022 - Overuse of fireworks (7) at this location. District Intent met WITHOUT UNDUE DISTURBANCE of natural resources AND ADJACENT USES, the ENTIRE
Sports Complex Area, the existing ballfields and proposed stadium in particular, SHALL EMPLOY SUPERIOR LIGHTING AND SOUND SYSTEMS so as to MINIMIZE
POTENTIAL ADVERSE IMPACTS UPON ADJACENT PROPERTIES. The speakers directed at residential homes is NOT minimizing any adverse impact. It is a deliberate nuisance.
There is no action to contain the disruptive noise from any activity: Fireworks, Music, Games. This development is intentionally disruptive. Dec 2020 City Report indicated 50 dbA at
receiving property line is the correct decibel level. Table 15-3.1107 “Maximum permitted Sound Levels in ALL zoning Districts. At no point of the zoning district shall the sound level
use exceed the decibel level” in that chart. This requirement has not been followed for 5 years for hundreds of events.

EN22-0389 7044 S BALLPARK DR 09/18/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

9/17/2022 - Chronic animal noises during every Milkman game. This is a public nuisance. I can hear this in my home throughout game: I wrote down just some animal noises 7:30 moo,
7:35 moo, 7:37 moo, then the claw game & talking to youngster, then countdown 54321 who has most items. Mooing at 7:42, 7:50, 7:54 then now batting for Milwaukee Milkman. .
then moo 7;55, then jeopardy music, then talking about Bovine, 8:15 player from Florida, then chat with spectator named Melissa…This goes on for the entire game. Disruptive noise
for hours. The speakers pointed at this neighborhood are an atrocity. It is disruptive and annoying. It is negligent to allow these speakers to be pointed at this neighborhood. The
COUNTY documents indicate ALL SPEAKERS are to be aligned AWAY from residential districts to avoid spillover of noise. I should not hear every word and noise amplified over the
sound system at my home. This is a public nuisance.

EN22-0403 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/03/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

At 11:15pm loud music from the DJ, people screaming, and sound effects from the Hills Have Eyes event could be clearly heard from my home 2 miles away. The sound effect of a
person screaming played on a loop until just after 1am in the morning. The application on file in Franklin for this event says that it ends at 11:00pm. This is a violation of the permit.
Will there be a citation issued by the City of Franklin, or is the City going to ignore this as well? Please update me with the resolution.
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EN22-0405 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/03/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

At 11:15pm loud music from the DJ, people screaming, and sound effects from the Hills Have Eyes event could be clearly heard from my home 2 miles away. The sound effect of a
person screaming played on a loop until just after 1am in the morning. The application on file in Franklin for this event says that it ends at 11:00pm. This is a violation of the permit.
Will there be a citation issued by the City of Franklin, or is the City going to ignore this as well? Please update me with the resolution.

EN22-0408 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/03/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

540 pm PA system, DJ, horns, chainsaw can be heard inside my home over ½ mile away. The City permit indicates hours of operation are 6 pm to 11pm. Extremely disruptive base,
announcer, music after that. Heavy thumping can be felt inside my home. Application indicates “Applicant affirms that the standards contained in this application are true and correct to
the best knowledge of applicant” NOT true. States the hours of operation are 6 pm to 11 pm. The noise started at 5:40 pm, the noise continues now. Application Question 11 does not
answer the question. “Provide plans for sound control and amplification, including numbers, locations and power of amplification & speakers. Answer DJ set up will be within the event
tent….This set up will be fully contained within the tent and speaker volume will be closely monitored” This is the same answer every year. There are dozens of speakers on the haunt.
There is NO sound control. The DJ can be heard for miles. Public Nuisance Constantly.

EN22-0410 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/03/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 10/04/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The audio was so loud from the Hills Have Eyes haunted event that the sounds of a woman being tortured/crying/screaming played on a loop from 6:15 pm until 1:15 am. The audio also
included chainsaws, other screams and sounds of murder/torture and echoed throughout our neighborhood and surrounding woods. I have two young children and they should not have
to participate, listen, hear or be aware of this event. There is little control over the sound coming from this development in general and too little oversight by the city. The sound
ordinance is wholly inadequate and needs to be revised. This event was licensed from 6pm until 11pm. I see they advertise as going until midnight/12 pm. Will the city enforce, at least,
the licensed hours for this event?

EN22-0416 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/07/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Noise complain from the Rock Complex… extremely loud announcer and noises from THe Hills have Eyes Halloween event. Can hear from over a mile away while young daughter is
trying to sleep… this MUST exceed the sound limits!!! Why is nothing ever done?!

EN22-0417 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/08/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Hills Have Eyes event was loud and disruptive last night. The noise could clearly be heard at my home a mile and a half away. The permit says the event ends at 11pm. Why are
there sound effects running until well past midnight, even until 1am? The permit for this event is purposely written to be confusing so that it is difficult to interpret exactly when the
event and space is to close.

EN22-0418 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/10/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The Hills Have Eyes event was loud and disruptive last night. The noise could clearly be heard at my home a mile and a half away. The permit says the event ends at 11pm. So why are
there sound effects running until well past midnight, even until 1am? The permit for this event is purposely written to be confusing so that it is difficult to interpret exactly when the
event and space is to close.
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EN22-0419 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/10/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Hello - The noise level at the Rock on Friday 10/7 between 10pm and midnight was unreasonable and beyond unneighborly. We live 2 blocks east of 76th Street, and with closed
windows and white noise at its highest levels, the thumping of drums and voice of the loudspeaker was not drowned out. I literally took sleeping pills through which I could not fall
asleep. I called Franklin police twice, once at around 10:15 and again at 11:10. The officer told me on my second call that the event had a permit until midnight and they were unable to
send an officer to check on or address the noise levels. We have welcomed the development at the Rock and forgiven the lights. We embrace the joyful sounds of sports and music until
10pm, but after bedtime it is not okay on so many levels. Please, please, please don't let this continue. Thank you.

EN22-0424 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/11/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

The PA system can be heard throughout Whitnall Park / Mangan Woods & neighborhoods on Sunday throughout the day until evening. Why is there a PA system being used? It actually
sounded like several events involved an announcer. There is no event at Franklin Field. This development is a public nuisance and has been since 2019. City of Franklin Mayor
September 2020 letter to the developer on the City website. states "Dear Mike, as a follow up to our many recent conversations, the noise intrusion into the lives of neighbors must be
reduced" "The neighbors can no longer be forced to participate in events at the development whether they want to or not. The City can no longer spend the time on processing
complaints that may not rise to a violation of ordinance or agreement but be a nuisance to the residents none the less. Solitude may not be achieved but improvement must be made.
We're all tired of the problem so let's get it fixed."

EN22-0442 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/25/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

10-22-22
The Hills Have Eyes event was disruptive, with the announcer being louder than Milkman baseball games. There was also constant sound effects and crowd noise that went well past
11pm.

EN22-0443 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/25/2022 Closed - Merged with other Complaint 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

10-22-22
The Hills Have Eyes event was disruptive, with the announcer being louder than Milkman baseball games. There was also constant sound effects and crowd noise that went well past
11pm.

EN22-0444 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/25/2022 Closed - Merged with other Complaint 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

10-21-22
The Hills Have Eyes event was disruptive, with the announcer being louder than Milkman baseball games. There was also constant sound effects and crowd noise that went well past
11pm.

EN22-0445 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/25/2022 Closed - Merged with other Complaint 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

10-21-22
The Hills Have Eyes event was disruptive, with the announcer being louder than Milkman baseball games. There was also constant sound effects and crowd noise that went well past
11pm.
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EN22-0447 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/26/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

On September 6th alderman holpfer joined myself and several neighbors who complained about noise coming from empty stadium. The music was playing non stop being broadcast
from the speaker pointed at my home. This speaker MUST be turned into the stadium where people want the noise. Alderman agreed it was unacceptably loud.

EN22-0448 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/26/2022 Open - Complaint Received

744 1007 000

Zoning

The parking lot proposed adjacent to the Hawthorne neighborhood has been filled in with excavated dirt from the golf facility. The parking lot elevation has changed to almost
completely eliminate the berm. This berm was to be 10' tall. As members of the City of Franklin government you have the responsibilty to ensure this developer conforms to
presentations and plans made at meetings. The height of the berm affects the noise and lights impacting the backyards from this overflow parking area. The neighbors, some that have
been here for 40-50 years, should not be forced to tolerate the noise and lights from this development. This neighborhood is tired of this developer doing whatever he wants whenever he
wants and not abiding by any rules or requirements. The City partnered in creating these problems by not making this facility be properly designed and not implemented to contain the
noise and light. Years of noise from a speaker directed at this neighborhood is unacceptable.

EN22-0449 7044 S BALLPARK DR 10/31/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

Car horns, announcers, loud sounds coming from the rock complex for Hills Have Eyes event…. As usual we can hear everything and it seems over the noise limit!

EN22-0450 7044 S BALLPARK DR 11/01/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

10-29-22
The Hills Have Eyes event on Saturday night was extremely loud. The DJ, sound effects, and announcer could clearly be heard at my home from 1.5 miles away. The permit for this
event states that the DJ ends at 11pm and the Hills Have Eyes event ends at 12:15am. The DJ went on well past 11pm, and the sound effects (horns, chainsaws, air raid alarms, and
blaring motorcycle engine) went on past 12:15am. Since this is a violation of the permit, what is the City of Franklin going to do about this? This was not a one-time thing either, as this
happened regularly just about every weekend of the event.

EN22-0451 7044 S BALLPARK DR 11/01/2022 Closed - Merged with other Complaint 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

10-29-22
The Hills Have Eyes event on Saturday night was extremely loud. The DJ, sound effects, and announcer could clearly be heard at my home from 1.5 miles away. The permit for this
event states that the DJ ends at 11pm and the Hills Have Eyes event ends at 12:15am. The DJ went on well past 11pm, and the sound effects (horns, chainsaws, air raid alarms, and
blaring motorcycle engine) went on past 12:15am. Since this is a violation of the permit, what is the City of Franklin going to do about this? This was not a one-time thing either, as this
happened regularly just about every weekend of the event.

EN22-0452 7044 S BALLPARK DR 11/01/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

10-28-22
The announcer and sound affects from the Hills Have Eyes event could be clearly heard from my home 1.5 miles away. The sound and event also went past the times stated on their
permit.
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EN22-0453 7044 S BALLPARK DR 11/01/2022 Closed - No Violations Found 11/03/2022

744 1007 000

Zoning

10-28-22
The announcer and sound affects from the Hills Have Eyes event could be clearly heard from my home 1.5 miles away. The sound and event also went past the times stated on their
permit.

EN22-0454 7044 S BALLPARK DR 11/01/2022 Open - Complaint Received

744 1007 000

Zoning

1.  Berm height said to be 10' higher than the parking lot, it is not and cars will park and shine into my back windows, raise the berm before you pave the area.  2.  Berm was to be plush,
nice, well no it looks like a goat patch 1/2 trees dead, large gaps in between trees, unacceptable.  3.  Milkmen game noise is ridiculous!  Turn the speakers into the stadium, it as been a
disruption the entire summer.

EN22-0473 7044 S BALLPARK DR 11/18/2022 Open - Complaint Received

744 1007 000

Zoning

The noise of the turbine snow machines on the Rock is so loud at night. It’s ringing my whole house making it difficult to sleep. Disturbing the peace in the whole entire area, causing a
loud humming hydraulic noise this late at night. There should be a noise ordinance that they only can have their machines running during the day and not at night.

Population:

Records: 141
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